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Abstract
The ﬁeld of supply chain management has been growing at a rapid pace in recent years, both as a research area and as a practical
discipline. In this paper, we study the computational complexity of product covering problems in 3-tier supply chain models, and
present natural complete problems for the classes W [3] and W [4] in parameterized complexity theory. This seems the ﬁrst group of
natural complete problems for higher levels in the parameterized intractability hierarchy (i.e., the W -hierarchy), and the ﬁrst precise
complexity characterizations of certain optimization problems in the research of supply chain management. Our results also derive
strong computational lower bounds and inapproximability for these optimization problems.
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1. Introduction
Parameterized complexity theory [8] is a recently proposed and promising approach to the central issue of how
to cope with intractable problems—as is so frequently the case in the natural world of computing. An example is
the NP-complete problem VERTEX COVER (determining whether a given graph has a vertex cover of size k), which
now is solvable in time O(1.285k + kn) [5] and becomes quite practical for various applications. The other direc-
tion of the research is the study of parameterized intractability, based on a parameterized intractability hierarchy, the
W-hierarchy
⋃
t1W [t]. Under a parameterized reduction, the fpt-reduction, a large number of well-known compu-
tational problems have been proved to be complete for certain levels of the W-hierarchy [8]. For example, CLIQUE,
INDEPENDENT SET, SET PACKING, V-C DIMENSION, and WEIGHTED 3-SAT are complete for the class W [1], and DOMINAT-
ING SET, HITTING SET, SET COVER, and WEIGHTED SAT are complete for the class W [2]. The completeness of a problem
in a level of the W-hierarchy characterizes precisely the parameterized complexity of the problem.
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However, no complete problem is known for any levelW [t] for t > 2, except the generic problems based onweighted
satisﬁability on bounded depth circuits and their variations [2,8]. 1 Therefore, it is interesting to know whether high
levels of the W-hierarchy, which are deﬁned in terms of formal mathematics, catch the complexity of certain natural
computational problems.
In this paper, we present natural complete problems for the classesW [3] andW [4], based on computational problems
studied in the areas of supply chain management. The study of supply chain management has been growing at a rapid
pace in recent years, as a research area and as a practical discipline (see recent survey papers [9,12]). It has provided
extremely rich contexts for the deﬁnition of new large-scale optimization problems. Efforts to improve supply chain
management have gained the attention of academic researchers, along with the enthusiastic support of governments and
industries. Therefore, our completeness results in the W-hierarchy for computational problems in the study of supply
chains will also contribute to the understanding of this new computation model. Moreover, based on the recent research
on parameterized intractability and inapproximability [4], our results also imply directly inapproximability for these
problems.
We give a quick review on the related background.
A parameterized problem consists of instances of the form (x, k), where x is the problem description and k is
an integer called the parameter. A parameterized problem Q is ﬁxed parameter tractable if it can be solved by an
algorithm of running time O(f (k)nO(1)), where f is a function independent of n = |x|. Denote by FPT the class
of all ﬁxed parameter tractable problems.
A t -circuit of n input variables x1, . . . , xn is a (t + 1)-leveled circuit in which (1) the 0th level is a single output
gate that is an AND-gate; (2) each level-t gate is an input gate labeled by either xi (a positive literal) or xi (a negative
literal), 1 in; (3) the outputs of a level-j gate can only be connected to the inputs of level-(j − 1) gates; and (4)
AND-gates and OR-gates are organized into t alternating levels. A circuit is monotone (resp. antimonotone) if all its
input gates are labeled by positive literals (resp. negative literals). A circuit represents naturally a boolean function.
A truth assignment  to the variables of a circuit C satisﬁes C if  makes C output 1. The weight of an assignment  is
the number of variables assigned value 1 by .
The problem weighted satisﬁability ont -circuits, brieﬂy WCS[t], consists of instances of the form (C, k), where C
is at -circuit that is satisﬁed by an assignment of weight k. TheW-hierarchy,
⋃
t1W [t], in parameterized complexity
theory is deﬁned based on WCS[t] via a new reduction, the fpt-reduction. We say that a parameterized problem Q is
fpt-reducible to another parameterized problem Q′ if there are two recursive functions f and g, and an algorithm A of
running time bounded by f (k)|x|O(1), such that for an input (x, k), the algorithm A produces a pair (x′, k′), where
k′g(k), and (x, k) is a yes-instance of Q if and only if (x′, k′) is a yes-instance of Q′. It is easy to verify that the
fpt-reducibility is transitive [8]. For an integer t2, a parameterized problem Q1 is in the class W [t] if Q1 is fpt-
reducible to the problem WCS[t], a parameterized problemQ2 isW [t]-hard if the problem WCS[t] is fpt-reducible toQ2
(or equivalently, if all problems in W [t] are fpt-reducible to Q2), and a parameterized problem Q3 is W [t]-complete if
Q3 is in W [t] and is W [t]-hard. In particular, the problem WSC[t] is a generic W [t]-complete problem for t2. 2
We brieﬂy review the related concepts in supply chain management, which has been the subject of a growing body
of research literature. The readers are referred to [6,7,18] for detailed and systematic discussions, and [9,10,12,19] for
more recent progresses. The underlying structure of a supply chain model is a network consisting of various functional
units (such as material suppliers, manufactures, storages, marketing/sales and retailers, and customers) and connections
between different units (in the means of both material and information). A supply chain may have numerous tiers in the
case of that substructure of manufactures forms a lengthy network itself [12]. Supply chain management involves the
management of ﬂows between and among the units in a supply chain to maximize total proﬁtability [9]. The research in
supply chain management includes the studies in strategic-, tactical-, and operational-level decisions [9]. In particular,
tactical-level decisions, which is the subarea directly related to our current paper, are concerned with medium-range
planning efforts, such as production and distribution quantity planning among multiple existing facilities, system-wide
inventory policies, and distribution frequency decisions between facilities.
1 We note that a similar situation has occurred in the study of the popular polynomial time hierarchy, for which complete problems for the ﬁrst
level p1 =NP have been extensively studied while the research on natural complete problems for higher level 
p
t for t > 1 has just started recently
[14–16].
2 The corresponding deﬁnitions for the class W [1] are somehow special and not directly related to our discussion, thus are omitted. The readers
are referred to [8] for details.
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2. Three-tier single product cover and W [3]-completeness
We follow the supply chain model studied in [17], which is a slight generalization of the model studied in [11]. The
model is a 3-tier supply chain that consists of three kinds of units: (material) suppliers, (product) manufacturers, and
retailers, such that:
(1) A supplier can be linked to a manufacturer, and a manufacturer can be linked to a retailer, standing for transporta-
tions/transactions between the units (link capacity is assumed unlimited).
(2) A supplier can provide certain materials.
(3) A manufacturer can produce a product if all needed materials for the product are provided by suppliers linked to
the manufacturer.
(4) A retailer has supply of a product if a manufacturer linked to the retailer produces the product.
Such a supply chain can be modeled by a directed graph G = (S ∪ M ∪ R,E), where each unit is represented as
a vertex in G and each directed edge in E represents a link between the corresponding units, here S is the set of all
suppliers, M is the set of all manufacturers, and R is the set of all retailers. The objective of optimization studied in the
current paper on this model is to maximize the channel proﬁt [6,18], that is, to study the strategies that ensure that all
retailers have supply of certain products they want to carry. In particular, we say that a product covers all retailers if all
retailers have supply of that product.
Now suppose that we want to test the market of a new product at the widest range of customers, using as little
experimental resource (i.e., suppliers) as possible and without overloading any supplier. For this, we assign at most
one kind of material needed for the new product to each supplier and would like that the product covers all retailers.
Obviously, the problem is directly related to the complexity of the product, i.e., the number k of different kinds of
materials needed for the product. Formally, the problem can be formulated as the following parameterized problem:
3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER: Let G = (S ∪M ∪R,E) be a supply chain model, and k an integer, and suppose
that we are going to produce a new product that requires k different kinds of materials. Is it possible to pick
k suppliers, each for a different kind of material, to produce the new product, such that the product covers all
retailers?
Before we prove our main result in this section, we ﬁrst deﬁne the problem WEIGHTED SATISFIABILITY ON ANTIMONO-
TONE 3-CIRCUITS, shortly WCS−[3]. The problem WCS−[3] is a subproblem of the problem WCS[3] that requires that
in the input pair (C, k) the3-circuit C be antimonotone (i.e., all input gates of C be labeled by negative input literals).
It is known that the problem WCS−[3] is also W [3]-complete [8]. Thus, to prove the W [3]-completeness for the prob-
lem 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER, it sufﬁces to derive fpt-reductions between WCS−[3] and 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT
COVERs.
Theorem 2.1. The problem 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER is W [3]- complete.
Proof. As explained above, we ﬁrst present an fpt-reduction from WCS−[3] to 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER. Let
(C, k) be an instance of WCS−[3], where C is an antimonotone 3-circuit. Let g0 be the output AND-gate of C (which
is at level 0), L1 be the set of OR-gates at level 1 in C (whose outputs are inputs to g0), L2 be the set of AND-gates at
level 2 in C (whose outputs are inputs to gates in L1), and L3 be the set of input gates in C (which are inputs to gates
in L2 and are labeled by negative input literals).
Construct a 3-tier supply chain model G = (S ∪ M ∪ R,E) as follows: (1) each retailer i in R corresponds to
an OR-gate ui in L1; (2) each manufacturer i in M corresponds to an AND-gate vi in L2; (3) each supplier i in S
corresponds to an input gate xi in L3. The vertices in G are connected in the following way: (1) there is a link from a
manufacturer i to a retailer j if and only if the corresponding AND-gate vi is an input to the corresponding OR-gate
uj and (2) there is a link from a supplier i to a manufacturer j if and only if the corresponding input gate xi is not
an input to the corresponding AND-gate vj (note that C is an antimonotone circuit). This completes the description of
the 3-tier supply chain model G. We prove that the circuit C has a satisfying assignment  of weight k if and only if we
can pick k suppliers in the supply chain G, each for a different kind of material for a new product that needs k kinds of
materials, so that the new product covers all retailers.
Suppose that the circuit C has a satisfying assignment  of weight k. Let Xk be the set of k variables in C that are
assigned value 1 by . Let Sk be the set of the k suppliers corresponding to the k input variables in Xk . We show that we
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can pick the k suppliers in Sk , each for a different kind of material for the new product that needs k kinds of materials,
such that the product covers all retailers in G. Consider any manufacturer i in M. If i has the supply for all k kinds of
materials for the new product, i.e., if i has links from all the k suppliers in Sk , then by the construction of the supply
chain model G, the corresponding AND-gate vi in C has no input from any input gate xj where xj is an input variable
in Xk . Therefore, under the assignment , all inputs to the gate vi have value 1 and the output of vi has value 1. On the
other hand, if the manufacturer i does not receive supply from a supplier j in Sk , then the input gate xj is an input
to the AND-gate vi , and under the assignment , the output of gate vi has value 0. In summary, the AND-gate vi outputs
value 1 if and only if the corresponding manufacturer i has supply from all k suppliers in Sk and is able to produce the
new product. Now, a retailer i has supply of the new product if and only if it has a link from a manufacturer j that
can produce the new product, which by the above analysis if and only if the corresponding AND-gate vj in L2 outputs
value 1 under the assignment . Since the retailer i has a link from a manufacturer j if and only if the corresponding
OR-gate ui in C has input from the corresponding AND-gate vj , we conclude that the retailer i has supply of the new
product if and only if the corresponding OR-gate ui in C outputs value 1 under the assignment . Finally, since the
output AND-gate g0 of C is connected to all OR-gates in L1, we conclude that the circuit C has value 1 if and only if all
retailers have supply of the new product. In consequence, if  is a satisfying assignment for the circuit C, then picking
the k suppliers in Sk results in the new product that covers all retailers in G.
Conversely, suppose there is a set Sk of k suppliers, each for a different kind of material for the new product such that
the new product covers all retailers. We let Xk be the set of the k input variables in the circuit C corresponding to the k
suppliers in Sk . Let  be a weight-k assignment to C that assigns value 1 to the k variables in Xk and value 0 to all other
input variables. Then following exactly the same reasoning as above, we can verify that the assignment  satisﬁes the
circuit C.
This completes the analysis of the reduction from WCS−[3] to 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER. The reduction
is obviously an fpt-reduction. In conclusion, we have proved that the problem 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER is
W [3]-hard.
To show that the problem 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER is in W [3], it sufﬁces to show that 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT
COVER is fpt-reducible to WCS−[3]. The construction is very similar to the one described above: for an instance (G, k)
of 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER, whereG = (S∪M ∪R,E) is a supply chain model and k is an integer, we construct
an instance (C, k) of WCS−[3], where each level-1 OR-gate in C corresponds to a retailer in R, each level-2 AND-gate
in C corresponds to a manufacturer in M, and each input gate in C (labeled by a negative literal) corresponds to a
supplier in S. A level-1 OR-gate has an input from a level-2 AND-gate if and only if the corresponding retailer has a
link from the corresponding manufacturer in G, and a level-2 AND-gate has an input from an input gate if and only if
the corresponding manufacturer has no link from the corresponding supplier. Now by the exact method, we can verify
that the circuit C has a satisfying assignment of weight k if and only if there are k suppliers, each for a different kind
of material for the new product, such that the new product covers all retailers. In consequence, the problem 3-SCM
SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER is in the class W [3].
This proves that the problem 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER is W [3]-complete. 
3. Three-tier multiple product cover and W [4]-completeness
To describe W [4]-complete problems, we consider a more general model of 3-tier supply chains by allowing a
supplier to provide multiple kinds of materials, a manufacturer to produce multiple kinds of products, and a retailer to
carry multiple kinds of products.
We ﬁrst consider a problem that is concerned with the covering by a line of homogeneous (i.e., similar) products.
Formally, let P be a given line of homogeneous products and let T be a set of materials, where each product  in
P is associated with a set of materials in T that are needed for producing the product. In a 3-tier supply chain G =
(S ∪ M ∪ R,E), each supplier  in S is associated with a list of materials in T that the supplier  can provide, each
manufacturer  in M is associated with a list of products in P that the manufacturer  can produce when necessary
materials are provided by suppliers linked to , and each retailer  in R is associated with a suggested list of products
in P that the retailer  is interested in carrying when the products are produced by the manufacturers linked to . We
are interested in the following problem in supply chain management: for a new line P of homogeneous products, we
want to use limited amount of resource (i.e., a small number of suppliers) to test the product market in the widest range
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of customers (i.e., make all retailers have supply of some of the new products). This is formulated as the following
parameterized problem.
GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER: Given a line P of homogeneous products, a general supply chain model
G = (S ∪M ∪R,E), and an integer k, is it possible to pick k suppliers for the products in P so that each retailer
has supply of some products in its associated product list?
To study the complexity of this problem, we consider the problem WEIGHTED SATISFIABILITY ON MONOTONE 4-
CIRCUITS, shortly WCS+[4], which is a subproblem of the problem WCS[4] with an additional constraint that in the input
pair (C, k) the4-circuit C be monotone (i.e., all input gates of C be labeled by positive input literals). It is known that
the problem WCS+[4] is also W [4]-complete [8]. Thus, in order to prove the W [4]-completeness for GENERAL 3-SCM
H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER, it sufﬁces to present fpt-reductions between WCS+[4] and GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE
COVER.
Lemma 3.1. The problem GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER is in W [4].
Proof. We show how the problem GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER is fpt-reducible to the problem WCS+[4].
Let (P,G, k) be an instance of GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER, where P = {1, . . . , h} is a product line
and each product i is associated with a set of materials needed for producing i , G = (S ∪ M ∪ R,E) is a general
3-tier supply chain with the supplier set S = {1, . . . , n}, the manufacturer set M = {1, . . . , m}, and the retailer
set R = {1, . . . , t }. Let T = {1, . . . , p} be the set of different materials that are needed for the products in P
(T can be obtained directly from the product list P). Each supplier i is associated with a subset of T, indicating the
materials that can be provided by i ; each manufacturer i is associated with a subset of P, indicating the products
that can be produced by i when necessary materials are provided by the suppliers linked to i ; and each retailer i is
associated with a subset of P, indicating the products that the retailer i is interested in carrying from the manufacturers
linked to i .
We construct an instance (C, k) for WCS+[4], where the monotone 4-circuit C has the following structure:
(V0) The level-0 output AND-gate in C is g0.
(V1) The set of level-1 gates in C consists of t OR-gates ui , 1 i t , corresponding to the t retailers in G.
(V2) For each manufacturer i and each product j in the associated product list of i , there is an AND-gate vij in
level 2 in C.
(V3) For each manufacturer i and each material j that is needed for a product in the associated product list of i ,
there is an OR-gate wij in level 3 in C.
(V4) The set of level-4 gates in C consists of n input gates labeled xi , 1 in, respectively, corresponding to the n
suppliers in G.
The gates in the circuit C are connected as follows:
(E1) All level-1 gates are inputs to the output gate g0.
(E2) A level-2 gate vij is an input to a level-1 gate us if there is a link in G from the manufacturer i to the retailer s
in the supply chain G, and if the product j is contained in both associated product lists of i and s .
(E3) A level-3 gate wij is an input to a level-2 gate vis if the material j is needed for the product s , and the product
s is contained in the associated product list of the manufacturer i .
(E4) An input gate labeled xi is an input of a level-3 gate wjs if and only if the supplier i can provide the material
s and if the supplier i is linked to the manufacturer j (note that by the construction, the material s is needed for
some product in j ).
This completes the description of the circuit C, which is obviously a monotone4-circuit. We now show that (P,G, k)
is a yes-instance for GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER if and only if (C, k) is a yes-instance for WCS+[4]. For
this, we establish a one-to-one mapping between the subsets of k suppliers in G and the weight-k assignments to the
circuit C, as follows: each subset Sk of k suppliers in G corresponds to the assignment 	(Sk) in C that assigns value
1 to an input variable xi if and only if the supplier i is in Sk . To prove the lemma, it sufﬁces to show that 	(Sk) is a
satisfying assignment for C if and only if picking the k suppliers in Sk will make all retailers in G have supply for some
products in P. This can be veriﬁed by the following facts:
(F1) By rule (E4), a level-3 OR-gate wjs has value 1 under the assignment 	(Sk) if and only if the manufacturer j
has supply of material s under the supplier selection Sk .
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(F2) By rule (E3), a level-2 AND-gate vis has value 1 under the assignment	(Sk) if and only if the manufacturer i has
supply for all needed materials for product s under the supplier selection Sk , that is, if and only if i can produce
the product s .
(F3) By rule (E2), a level-1 OR-gate us has value 1 under the assignment 	(Sk) if and only if the retailer s has supply
of some products in its associated product list under the supplier selection Sk .
Summarizing facts (F1)–(F3), we conclude that the weight-k assignment 	(Sk) satisﬁes the circuit C if and only if all
retailers in G have supply for some products in P under the selection of the k suppliers in Sk . Since the mapping from
Sk to 	(Sk) is a one-to-one mapping from the subsets of k suppliers in G to the weight-k assignments for the circuit
C, this veriﬁes that this reduction from GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER to WCS+[4] is an fpt-reduction. In
consequence, the problem GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER is in the class W [4]. 
Now we verify the W [4]-hardness for the problem GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER.
Lemma 3.2. The problem GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER is W [4]-hard.
Proof. As explained in the paragraph before Lemma 3.1, it sufﬁces to present an fpt-reduction from the problem
WCS+[4] to the problem GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER.
Let (C, k) be an instance of WCS+[4], where C is a monotone 4-circuit. Let the output AND-gate of C be g0, and
suppose that in the circuitC there are t level-1 OR-gates ui , 1 i t , q level-2 AND-gates vi , 1 iq,m level-3 OR-gates
wi , 1 im, and n input gates labeled xi , 1 in. We ﬁrst perform a preprocessing on the circuit C as follows. If any
gate g (at any level) has exactly the same input as another gate g′ at the same level, then we “merge” these two gates
into a single gate g′′ of the same type, and let the output of g′′ connect to the outputs of g and g′ in the original circuit.
It is easy to see that such a modiﬁcation can be done in polynomial time and does not change the circuit function. With
this preprocessing, we can assume, without loss of generality, that no two gates at the same level in the circuit have
exactly the same input.
We construct an instance (P,G, k) for GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER, where G = (S ∪ M ∪ R,E), as
follows. Each level-3 gate wi corresponds to a different material i , 1 im, and each input variable xi corresponds
to a supplier i , 1 in (thus, S = {1, . . . , n}). A material i is in the supplier j (recall that each supplier is
speciﬁed by a set of materials that can be provided by the supplier) if and only if the variable xj is an input to the
level-3 gate wi . There are q products i in P, 1 iq, such that a material j is needed for the product i if and only
if the level-3 gate wj is an input to the level-2 gate vi (thus, P = {1, . . . , q}, note that by our preprocessing, all
products in P require different subsets of materials). There are also q manufacturers i , corresponding to the q level-2
gates vi in C, 1 iq (thus, M = {1, . . . , q}). For each i, the manufacturer i is associated with the product set {i}
consisting of a single product i . Finally, there are t retailers i , corresponding to the t level-1 gates ui in C, 1 i t
(thus, R = {1, . . . , t }). The product set associated with a retailer i consists of exactly those products j such that
the level-2 gate vj is an input of the level-1 gate ui . The suppliers in S and the manufacturers in M are fully connected
(i.e., every supplier is linked to every manufacturer), and a manufacturer i is linked to a retailer j if and only if the
level-2 gate vi is an input to the level-1 gate uj . This completes the description of the general 3-tier supply chain model
G and the product set P.
As we did in Lemma 3.1, we establish a one-to-one mapping between the subsets of k suppliers in G and the weight-k
assignments for the circuit C, by mapping a subset Sk of k suppliers to the assignment 	(Sk) such that 	(Sk) assigns
value 1 to a variable xi if and only if the supplier i is in the subset Sk . Again we show that 	(Sk) is a satisfying
assignment for the circuit C if and only if the selection of the k suppliers in Sk makes all retailers in R to have supply
for some products in P. This can be proved by verifying the following facts:
(F1) By our construction of the suppliers in S, and since the suppliers and the manufacturers in G are fully connected,
a level-3 OR-gate wi in C has value 1 under the assignment 	(Sk) if and only if the material i can be provided
(to all manufacturers) under the supplier selection Sk .
(F2) A level-2 AND-gate vi has value 1 under the assignment	(Sk) if all of its inputs in level 3 have value 1, equivalently,
if all needed materials for product i are provided for the manufacturer i under the supplier selection Sk . Therefore,
a level-2 gate vi has value 1 under the assignment 	(Sk) if and only if the manufacturer i can produce the product
i under the supplier selection Sk (note that i is the only product that can be produced by the manufacturer i).
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(F3) Finally, by our connections between the manufacturers and retailers in G, a retailer i has supply of a product j
in P under the supplier selection Sk if and only if the manufacturer j is linked to i and can produce the product
j , equivalently, if and only if the level-2 gate vj in C is an input of the level-1 OR-gate ui and vj has value 1 under
the assignment 	(Sk). Therefore, the retailer i has supply of some products in P under the supplier selection Sk if
and only if the level-1 gate ui has value 1 under the assignment 	(Sk).
This completes the veriﬁcation that the assignment 	(Sk) satisﬁes the circuit C if and only if every retailer in G has
supply of some products in P. It clearly gives an fpt-reduction from WCS+[4] to GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE
COVER. In consequence, the problem GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER is W [4]-hard. 
Combining Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we get immediately,
Theorem 3.3. The problem GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER is W [4]-complete.
TheW [4]-completeness also provides precise complexity characterization for other computational problems in 3-tier
supply chain management. For example, suppose now that a ﬁrm is interested in investigating the market for a set P
of non-homogeneous products. The 3-tier supply chain is again given as a network of suppliers, manufacturers, and
retailers, where each supplier is given as before and associated with a set of materials that can be provided by the
supplier. Each manufacturer  is associated with a set T of materials and a set P of products such that when all
materials in T are provided by suppliers linked to , the manufacturer  can produce all products in P. Finally, each
retailer  is associated with a requested list of products that must be carried by the retailer . This supply chain model
gives a parameterized problem as follows:
GENERAL 3-SCM PRODUCT-SET COVER: Given a product set P, a general supply chain model G = (S ∪M ∪R,E)
as described above, and an integer k, is it possible to pick k suppliers in S for materials so that every retailer in R
has supply of all products in its associated product list?
The main difference between GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER and GENERAL 3-SCM PRODUCT-SET COVER is
that in the former model each retailer only needs to carry some of the products in its associated list while in the latter
model each retailer must carry all products in its associated list.
The proof for the following theorem is similar to (actually, slightly simpler than) that for Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. We
omit it and leave it to the interested readers.
Theorem 3.4. The GENERAL 3-SCM PRODUCT-SET COVER problem is W [4]-complete.
4. Computational lower bounds and inapproximability results
Theorems 2.1, 3.3 and 3.4 provide strong lower bounds for the complexity of the problems 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT
COVER, GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER, and GENERAL 3-SCM PRODUCT-SET COVER.
Theorem 4.1. For any recursive function f, the problem 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER cannot be solved in time
f (k)mO(1)no(k) unless W [2] = FPT , and the problems GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER and GENERAL 3-SCM
PRODUCT-SET COVER cannot be solved in time f (k)mO(1)no(k) unless W [3] = FPT , where n is the number of suppliers
and m is the size of the instance of the problems.
Proof. Suppose that the problem 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER could be solved in time f (k)mO(1)no(k), then by
the fpt-reduction from WCS−[3] to 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER given in Theorem 2.1, it is easy to see that the
problem WCS−[3] can also be solved in time f (k)mO(1)no(k), where m is the instance size and n is the number of input
variables in the circuit. By Theorem 4.2 in [4], it would imply W [2] = FPT . The lower bounds for GENERAL 3-SCM
H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER and GENERAL 3-SCM PRODUCT-SET COVER can be proved in the same way using the same
theorem in [4]. 
Since it is generally believed that W [t] = FPT for all t > 0, Theorem 4.1 provides a computational lower
bound f (k)mO(1)n(k) for the problems 3-SCM SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER, GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER, and
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GENERAL 3-SCM PRODUCT-SET COVER. Note that this is an asymptotically tight lower bound for the problems as the
algorithm that exhaustively enumerates and examines all subsets of k suppliers in a problem instance solves the problems
in time O(m2nk) trivially.
Theorem 4.1 further implies inapproximability results for certain optimization problems in 3-tier supply chain
management. For this, we need to ﬁrst review some related terminologies in approximation algorithms. The readers
are referred to [1] for more detailed deﬁnitions and more comprehensive discussions.
An optimization problem Q consists of a set of instances, where each instance x is associated with a set of solutions.
Each solution y of an instance x of Q is assigned an integral value fQ(x, y). The problem Q is a maximization (resp.
minimization) problem if for each instance x of Q, we are looking for a solution of maximum (resp. minimum) value.
Such a solution is called an optimal solution for the instance, whose value is denoted by optQ(x).
An algorithm A is an approximation algorithm for an optimization problem Q if, for each instance x of Q, the
algorithm A returns a solution yA(x) for x. The solution yA(x) has an approximation ratio r if it satisﬁes the following
condition:
• optQ(x)/fQ(x, yA(x))r if Q is a maximization problem;
• fQ(x, yA(x))/optQ(x)r if Q is a minimization problem.
The approximation algorithm A has an approximation ratio r if for any instance x of Q, the solution yA(x) constructed
by the algorithm A has an approximation ratio bounded by r. A polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for Q
is an algorithm A′ that on an instance x of Q and a real number 
 > 0, constructs a solution for x whose approximation
ratio is bounded by 1 + 
, and the running time of A′ is bounded by a polynomial of |x| for each ﬁxed 
 (see [1] for
more detailed discussions on PTAS).
Now consider the following optimization problems in supply chain management:
3-SCM MOST-COMPLICATED PRODUCT COVER: Given a 3-tier supply chain G, we say a product P that requires k
different materials is viable if we can select k suppliers in G, each for a different kind of material, such that
P can be produced and all retailers in G have supply of P. Our goal is to ﬁnd the largest such k, i.e., the most
complicated product viable to G.
GENERAL 3-SCM MINIMUM-RESOURCE H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER: Given a line P of homogeneous products and
a general 3-tier supply chain G (as deﬁned in GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER), select the minimum
number of suppliers in G for the product line P, such that each retailer in G has supply of some products in its
associated product list.
GENERAL 3-SCM MINIMUM-RESOURCE PRODUCT-SET COVER: Given a set P of non-homogeneous products and a
general 3-tier supply chain G (as deﬁned in GENERAL 3-SCM PRODUCT-SET COVER), select the minimum number
of suppliers in G for the product set P, such that each retailer in G has supply of all products in its product list.
Note that 3-SCM MOST-COMPLICATED PRODUCT COVER is a maximization problem while GENERAL 3-SCM MINIMUM-
RESOURCE H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER and GENERAL 3-SCM MINIMUM-RESOURCE PRODUCT-SET COVER are minimization
problems.
An optimization problem Q can be parameterized using the following formulation [4]:
Deﬁnition 1. The parameterized version of an optimization problem Q is deﬁned as follows:
(1) If Q is a maximization problem, then the parameterized version of Q is deﬁned asQ = {(x, k) | x is an instance
of Q and optQ(x)k}.
(2) If Q is a minimization problem, then the parameterized version of Q is deﬁned as Q = {(x, k) | x is an instance
of Q and optQ(x)k}.
Now we consider the parameterized versions of the problems 3-SCM MOST-COMPLICATED PRODUCT COVER, GENERAL
3-SCM MINIMUM-RESOURCE H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER, and GENERAL 3-SCM MINIMUM-RESOURCE PRODUCT-SET COVER.
The parameterized versions of these problems look slightly different from the corresponding problems in Theorem 4.1.
For example, an instance (x, k) of GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER asks whether we can pick exact k suppliers
so that all retailers are covered by a given product line, while an instance (x, k) of the parameterized version of
GENERAL 3-SCM MINIMUM-RESOURCE H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER asks whether we can pick at most k suppliers so that all
retailers are covered by a given product line. However, a more careful examination shows that the two problems are in
fact equivalent. In particular, if (x, k) is a yes-instance of the problem GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER, then
obviously (x, k) is also a yes-instance of the parameterized version of the problemGENERAL 3-SCMMINIMUM-RESOURCE
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H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER. On the other hand, suppose that (x′, k) is a yes-instance of the parameterized version of the
problem GENERAL 3-SCMMINIMUM-RESOURCE H-PRODUCT-LINECOVER, where x′ = (P, (S∪M∪R,E)),P is a product
line, and (S ∪ M ∪ R,E) is a general supply chain model, as given in the description of the problem GENERAL 3-SCM
H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER. Then there are k1 suppliers in S for the given product line P, where k1k, so that selecting
these k1 suppliers will make the product line P cover all retailers in R. Note that picking these k1 suppliers plus any
k − k1 other suppliers in S will give k suppliers whose selection also makes the product line P cover all retailers in R.
This shows that (x′, k) is also a yes-instance for the problem GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER. Thus, (x, k)
is a yes-instance for the problem GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER if and only if (x, k) is a yes-instance for
the parameterized version of the problem GENERAL 3-SCM MINIMUM-RESOURCE H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER. This shows
the equivalence between the two problems. Similarly, the equivalences can be derived between the problem 3-SCM
SINGLE-PRODUCT COVER and the parameterized version of the problem 3-SCM MOST-COMPLICATED PRODUCT COVERs
and between the problem GENERAL 3-SCM PRODUCT-SET COVER and the parameterized version of the problem GENERAL
3-SCM MINIMUM-RESOURCE PRODUCT-SET COVER.
Now we are ready for the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. For any recursive function f, the problem 3-SCM MOST-COMPLICATED PRODUCT COVER has no PTAS
of running time f (1/
)mO(1)no(1/
) unless W [2] = FPT , and the problems GENERAL 3-SCM MINIMUM-RESOURCE
H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER and GENERAL 3-SCM MINIMUM-RESOURCE PRODUCT-SET COVER have no PTAS of running time
f (1/
)mO(1)no(1/
) unless W [3] = FPT , where n is the number of suppliers and m is the instance size of the problems.
Proof. We give the detailed proof for the problem GENERAL 3-SCM MINIMUM-RESOURCE H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER.
Suppose that the problem GENERAL 3-SCM MINIMUM-RESOURCE H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER has a PTAS of running
time f (1/
)mO(1)no(1/
) for a recursive function f, then by Theorem 5.1 in [3], its parameterized version can be
solved in time f (2k)mO(1)no(k). Since the parameterized version of the problem GENERAL 3-SCM MINIMUM-RESOURCE
H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER is equivalent to the problem GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER, this would imply that
the problem GENERAL 3-SCM H-PRODUCT-LINE COVER can be solved in time f (2k)mO(1)no(k), which, by Theorem 4.1,
would imply W [3] = FPT . The inapproximability for the problems 3-SCM MOST-COMPLICATED PRODUCT COVER and
GENERAL 3-SCM MINIMUM-RESOURCE PRODUCT-SET COVER can be proved using the same logic.
Since it is commonly believed in parameterized complexity theory that W [t] = FPT for all t1, Theorem 4.2
implies that even for a moderate error bound 
 > 0, any PTAS for the problems, if exists, will become impractical.
5. Final remarks
This paper studies the complexity issues for certain computational problems arising from the research in supply
chain management, and characterizes these problems in terms of parameterized completeness in higher levels in the
W-hierarchy. The research contributes to both parameterized complexity theory and to the study of supply chain
management. For parameterized complexity theory, we presented the ﬁrst group of natural complete problems for the
classes W [3] and W [4], which had no known natural complete problems except the generic complete problems WCS[3]
and WCS[4] and their variations. For the study of supply chain management, to the authors’ knowledge, our results
provide ﬁrst group of precise complexity characterizations for certain computational problems in the area, which derive
directly strong computational lower bounds and inapproximability results for the problems. The hardness results of
these problems will provide useful information in the study of supply chain management.
A supply chain model has its units classiﬁed into different kinds, which makes it natural to map the computation
in the supply chain model to that of bounded depth circuits. However, the mapping is not always straightforward and
in many cases must be treated with care. As we have seen in the current paper, problems on 3-tier supply chains can
either correspond to the class W [3], which is associated with the satisﬁability problem on 3-circuits of 3 levels, or
correspond to the class W [4], which is associated with the satisﬁability problem on 4-circuits of four levels.
To further clarify this phenomenon, we consider a 4-tier supply chain model based on the e-waste recycling system
studied by Nagurney and Toyasaki [13]. An e-waste recycling system consists of four kinds of units: the waste-sources,
the recyclers, the processors, and the markets. A waste-source is linked to a recycler if the waste-source sends waste
to the recycler. A recycler is linked to a processor if the recycler sends materials to the processor for processing and
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manufacturing. A processor is linked to a market if products produced by the processor are carried by the market. The
problem we are concerned here is the market pollution problem. We assume that a waste-source may send harmful
waste (probably on purpose) to recyclers without notifying the recyclers, and that a recycler has no knowledge about
if it has collected harmful waste. Therefore, a recycler that collected harmful waste will deliver harmful materials to
processors that, in turn, will produce dangerous products. Finally, a market will be polluted if it carries dangerous
products. Now the question is if there exist a small number of waste-sources that can send harmful waste and pollute
all markets. The problem is formulated as the following parameterized problem.
E-RECYCLING AND MARKET POLLUTION: Given an e-waste recycling system H(S,R, P,M, T ) and an integer k,
where S is the set of waste-sources, R is the set of recyclers, P is the set of processors, M is the set of markets,
and T is the set of connections between adjacent tiers (i.e., from S to R, from R to P, or from P to M). Is there
a collection W of k waste-sources such that if all waste-sources in W send harmful waste then all markets are
polluted?
Theorem 5.1. E-RECYCLING AND MARKET POLLUTION is W [2]-complete.
Proof. Consider the WEIGHTED SATISFIABILITY ON MONOTONE 2-CIRCUITS problem, shortly WCS+[2], which is a
subproblem of the problem WCS[2] with an additional constraint that in the input pair (C, k) the 2-circuit C be
monotone (i.e., all input gates of C be labeled by positive input literals). It is known [8] that the problem WCS+[2] is
W [2]-complete. Therefore, to prove the theorem, it sufﬁces to present fpt-reductions between the problems WCS+[2]
and E-RECYCLING AND MARKET POLLUTION.
Let (C, k) be an instance of the problem WCS+[2], where C is a monotone2-circuit with input variables x1, . . . , xn
and OR-gates g1, . . . , gm. We construct an e-waste recycling system H(S,R, P,M, T ), where
• the set S consists of n waste-sources 1, . . . , n;
• the set R consists of m recyclers 1, . . . , m, where a recycler i is linked to a waste-source j if and only if the
OR-gate gi in C has the variable xj as an input (note that the circuit C is monotone);
• the set P consists of m processors 1, . . . , m, where for each i, the processor i is linked to the recycler i ; and
• the set M consists of m markets 1, . . . , m, where for each i, the market i is linked to the processor i .
It is easy to verify that there is a weight-k assignment 	 satisfying the circuit C (i.e., the assignment 	 makes all
OR-gates g1, . . . , gm in C have value 1) if and only if there are k waste-sources in the e-waste recycling system
H(S,R, P,M, T ) that can pollute all markets in M. Therefore, this is an fpt-reduction from WCS+[2] to E-RECYCLING
AND MARKET POLLUTION. In consequence, the problem E-RECYCLING AND MARKET POLLUTION is W [2]-hard.
To show that the problemE-RECYCLINGANDMARKETPOLLUTION is inW [2], we reduce each instance (H(S,R, P,M,
T ), k) of the problem to an instance (C, k) of WCS+[2] as follows. For each waste-source i in S, the circuit C has an
input variable xi , and for each market j in M, the circuit C has an OR-gate gj . The variable xi is an input to the OR-gate
gj in the circuit C if and only if there is a direct path in H(S,R, P,M, T ) from the waste-source i to the market j .
Again it is routine to verify that this gives an fpt-reduction from E-RECYCLING AND MARKET POLLUTION to WCS+[2],
which implies that the problem E-RECYCLING AND MARKET POLLUTION is in W [2]. 
Theorem 5.1 shows that the computational complexity of the problems in supply chain management does not directly
depend on the number of tiers in the model but is more closely related to the actual applications. In particular, the
research in supply chain management has opened an area in computational complexity and optimization, and provided
a very rich context for new large-scale optimization problems that are both theoretically interesting and practically
important.
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